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PEDRO’S NORTH AMERICA TEAM:
Matthew Bracken, Jim Hale and Jay Seiter

We all enjoy the ride. Whether commuting by bike to escape traffic or stay in shape, exploring trails and mountains 
with friends, pushing mental and physical limits in a weekend race, or taking a two-wheeled adventure with 
the family – the bicycle allows pure enjoyment like few other things in life.  At Pedro’s, we are committed to 
keeping your bicycle running right by offering innovative, unique, and high quality cleaners, lubricants, tools, and 
accessories that are safe for you, your family, and the environment, so you enjoy today’s ride…and tomorrow’s.   
Pedro’s – Enjoying the Ride Since 1989.

THEN AND NOW: A BRIEF PEDRO’S HISTORY

In 1989, roommates Bruce Fina and Andrew Herrick founded the Pedro’s brand around a revolutionary chain 
lube called “Syn Lube” developed by Bruce’s tribologist brother a few years earlier.  Once bikers tried Syn Lube 
and experienced its performance, word spread, demand skyrocketed, and the Pedro’s brand was officially off to 
the races!  By 2000, in addition to a full line of bike care products, Pedro’s added a complete line of professional grade 
tools uniquely positioning itself as a complete bicycle care brand.  

Today, our small team proudly carries on the Pedro’s traditions of customer focus, grassroots support, and 
easy-going attitude while continuing to provide innovative, unique, and high quality cleaners, lubricants, 
tools, and accessories that are safe for you, your family, and the environment.

PEDRO’S OPERATIONS

Pedro’s tools and accessories are manufactured in Taiwan. We work with a small family-run business which 
has worked exclusively with Pedro’s since the late 1990s. They provide Pedro’s with incredible manufacturing 
expertise and contribute significantly to the quality Pedro’s is known for. 

Pedro’s cleaner and lubrication products for sale in North America, South America, Asia, and Australia are  
produced in the United States. Components for these products are sourced from a variety of U.S. manufacturers 
and are then filled, packaged, and shipped by a family owned and operated business located in Massachusetts 
in operation since 1956. Pedro’s is proud to have worked with this partner since 1992.

Sales and marketing for North and South America, and Australia and New Zealand are based in Massachusetts 
and Maine, along with global product management and engineering. 

WARRANTY

We work hard to ensure the quality and performance of every Pedro’s product and proudly stand behind them 
with industry leading warranty policies.

Cleaner & Lubricant Guarantee:
Our cleaner and lubricant products have been developed to keep your bike clean and running right, so you can 
enjoy the ride. If any of our cleaner or lubricant products are unsatisfactory, we will replace the product with a 
new one, or send you a similarly priced product of your choice.

Pedro’s Lifetime Warranty covers all applicable Pedro’s tools and accessories against breakage, malfunction, or 
defect. Under this warranty, we will repair or replace your product, at our discretion.

Pedro’s 2-Year Warranty covers all applicable Pedro’s tools and accessories against breakage, malfunction, or 
defect. Under this warranty, we will repair or replace your product, at our discretion, within two years of the 
purchase date. The 2-Year Warranty applies to the following items: Tülio Q/R Skewer Multi-tool, Pro Torque 
Wrench, Demi-torque Wrench, Domestique Floor Pump, Prestige Floor Pump, Super Prestige Floor Pump, 
Blow-Out Bags, and Discontinued items.

The best way to submit a Pedro’s warranty claim is through a bike shop that has an account with Quality Bicycle 
Products. Quality Bicycle Products is a prominent distributor in the United States and is set up to handle all 
Pedro’s warranty claims through your local bike shop in a timely manner. Shops: please call Quality Bicycle 
Products customer service at 1-800-346-0004 and they will provide you with further warranty submission 
instructions.

If you are unable to submit your claim through a shop, please fill out our online form at: 
pedros.com/about-us/warranty/

PEDRO’S NA

PO Box 320635

Boston, MA 02132, USA

978-657-7101

pedros.com
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SHAUN HUGHES
Pro Mechanic for Yeti Cycles

“My best friend is a TOTAL PIG!”

DEGREASER 13
Solvent-free Degreaser
MSRP: $9.50 for 4oz    MSRP: $14 for 16oz
MSRP: $65 for 1gal
Degreaser 13 takes degreasing chemistry to new 
levels with performance that must be seen to be 
believed.  Your drivetrain hasn’t been this clean since 
the day you bought it!  Developed from scratch, 
specifically for the challenges of bicycle drivetrain 
degreasing, the advanced formula is engineered to 
fight its way to metal surfaces and stay there, then 
attack and break free the bonds holding oils, soils, 
and grime in place, and finally dissolve and contain 
to carry it all away.  Fully water soluable and further 
activated by light scrubbing and rinsing, the result is 
a spotless residue-free drivetrain with every surface 
cleaned completely.  Our advanced formula is also 
safe to use on any material, fully biodegradable,  
solvent-free, plant-derived, and zero-VOC.

C. GREEN FIZZ
Foaming Bike Wash, 
MSRP: $12 for 4oz 16X  
MSRP: $18.50  for 16oz 16X 
MSRP: $10 for 16oz     MSRP: $15 for 32oz
The improved Green Fizz bike wash safely, naturally, 
& effectively removes tough dirt & grime from 
the whole bike.  Developed specifically for bicycle  
washing, Green Fizz can safely be used on any  
material without risk of damage or washing away 
grease/lube from critical parts. The pre-activated, 
biodegradable formula uses advanced plant-derived 
surfactants and incredible foaming action to reach 
surfaces and loosen dirt allowing it to be easily wiped 
or rinsed away leaving your bike looking like new.  
Free of harsh chemicals, gentle enough to use on 
any material, fully biodegradeable, phosphate-free, 
solvent-free, plant-derived, and zero-VOC.  Available 
in ready-to-use trigger sprayer bottles and new 16X 
Concentrate.  16oz of concentrate makes 8+ Liters!

F. BIKE LUST     
Silicone Bike Polish and Cleaner
MSRP: $18 for 16oz    
MSRP: $25 for 32oz     MSRP: $64 for 1gal
The original bike polish, Bike Lust’s proprietary  
silicone-based formula includes a biodegradable 
cleaning agent. Bike lust goes on wet, quickly cleaning 
light dirt and grime as it polishes, and then dries to 
a beautiful protective coating.  Works on any surface 
or material in one simple step, making your bike look 
like new, and future cleaning easier! Also great for 
dropper posts, suspension, and for seating tire beads.

PRO BRUSH KIT   
Bicycle Specific Brush Set
MSRP: $22
Pedro’s Pro Brush Kit offers a set of 4 unique brushes 
designed specifically to easily and quickly clean all 
parts of the bike. Made with the user experience 
and durability in mind, each brush’s ergonomic  
handle fits well in your hand while offering  

unmatched durability. The 
bristles of each brush, which 
vary in diameter, length, and 
density , have been selected to 
provide a balance of durability, 
cleaning performance, and 
gentleness to match each 
brush’s intended usage.

G.ORANJ PEELZ  
Powerful Citrus Degreaser
MSRP: $15 for 16oz    MSRP: $70 for 1gal
Oranj Peelz has quickly and effectively degreased 
drivetrains for more than 20 years using a unique 
citrus-based solvent/surfactant blend.  Designed  
specifically for bicycle drivetrain degreasing, the  
powerful, biodegradable formula penetrates into  
every surface and quickly loosens and dissolves even 
the toughest drivetrain grime. The water soluable  
formula rinses easily leaving surfaces residue-free.

TOOTHBRUSH     
Drivetrain Brush      MSRP: $7
Designed to tackle the drivetrain and is ideal for 
cleaning chains, cogs, derailleurs, and chainrings. 

D. MINI PIT KIT     
Essential Bicycle Maintenance Tool Kit
MSRP: $50
The Mini Pit Kit provides the essential tools you need 
to clean your bike and make basic adjustments and 
repairs, all conveniently stored in a durable, portable 
bucket with room to add your favorite Pedro’s cleaners 
and lubricants. Kit Includes: durable 1.8 Gallon/7 Liter 
bucket with lid, logo bag for separate storage of dry/
wet items, Frame/Wheel brush, Toothbrush; ideal 
for cogs, derailleurs, and chainrings, large durable 
sponge, microfiber towel for drying and polishing, 
2 tire levers, Folding Hex Set w/ Screwdrivers: 2.5, 3, 
4, 5 and 6mm hex wrenches plus flat-blade and plus 
flat-blade and Phillips screwdrivers, Pedro’s Bike Care 
and Cleaning Guide.

CHAIN KEEPER     
Wheel Placeholder for Cleaning and Travel
MSRP: $15
The Chain Keeper inserts into the right rear drop-
out when the wheel is removed 
for efficient cleaning, storing, or 
transporting your bike. 
The quick-release lever 
allows for fast and easy  
installation and removal.

I.PIG JUICE
Degreaser and Cleaner, 
MSRP: $8 for 4oz    MSRP: $11 for 16oz
Developed specifically for our grime-devouring 
Chain Pig chain cleaner, Pig Juice is an impressively 
effective and economical degreaser/cleaner that 
makes bicycle drivetrain cleaning quick, easy, and 
safe for anyone from novice to professional.  Pig Juice 
features an advanced pre-activated formula that 
quickly penetrates & loosens, removing oils, soils, 
and grime with less scrubbing & rinsing, and leaves 
spotless residue-free parts.  Free of harsh chemicals, 
gentle enough to use on any material, fully biode-
gradeable, fragrance-free, dye-free, solvent-free, 
plant-derived, and zero-VOC.

CHAIN PIG     
Shop Quality, Hands Free, Chain Cleaner
MSRP: $28
Features include an innovative quick-lock closure 
and novel drag-free derailleur hook for easy use 
and hands-free operation, brush wheels with 
large diameter bristles for durability and cleaning 
performance, and a large durable sponge to wick 
excess and contaminated fluid, minimizing mess and 
dripping. Compatible with all multi-speed bikes and 
most single-speed bikes. 
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BIO GREASE 
Biodegradable Bicycle Grease, 3oz
MSRP: $7.50
New and improved multi-purpose, NLGI #2,  
extreme pressure, biodegradable lithium bicycle 
grease formulated to have excellent dropping 
point, water resistance, and stability over a wide 
range of temperatures. Bio Grease is excellent for 
assembly tasks, threads, and component interfaces. 
As a bonus, the biodegradable formula will not 
harm the environment, naturally biodegrading, if 
any ever makes its way off your bike during riding, 
washing, or overhauls.

F.SYN LUBE
Performance Wet Lube
MSRP: $9 for 4oz    MSRP: $35 for 32oz
This is the product that started it all back in 1989.  
This breakthrough lubricant revolutionized the entire 
chain lube market.  This full synthetic lubricant is 
designed to handle the harshest conditions and 
outlast other lubes in all conditions.  Syn Lube 
is formulated with extreme pressure additives,  
corrosion inhibitors, and tackifiers to provide  
incredible wear protection, lubrication, and  
staying power in extreme wet and muddy  
conditions.  Unique polymer detergents also work 
to break down dirt protecting the surfaces of your 
chain.  Go ahead, play in the mud!

A. CHAINJ 
Light Wet Lube
MSRP: $9 for 4oz    MSRP: $35 for 32oz
Designed for mixed to wet conditions, Chainj is an 
advanced biodegradable vegetable/synthetic oil 
blend engineered to provide superior efficiency, 
wear protection, and durability. The vegetable oil 
is not only sustainable but also associates ionically 
with metal surfaces creating a resilient protective 
barrier for added life and increased anti-wear 
properties.  Additionally, Chainj features detergent 
properties which actively dissolve and isolate dirt 
as you ride. Great for lubrication of parts too!

B. GO!
Performance Light Wet Lube 
MSRP: $11 for 4oz
Designed for dry to mixed conditions, Go! is an  
advanced biodegradable vegetable/synthetic blend 
engineered to provide superior efficiency, wear 
protection, and durability with a lower viscosity 
which attracts less dirt. The sustainable vegetable 
oil associates ionically with metal surfaces creating a  
resilient protective barrier for added life and  
increased anti-wear properties.  Additionally, Go! 
features detergent properties which actively dissolve 
and isolate dirt as you ride. Great for lubrication of 
parts too!

C. ICE WAX
Natural Wax Dry Lube 
MSRP: $11 for 4oz    MSRP: $40 for 32oz
Ice Wax is an advanced natural wax dry chain lube. 
The biodegradable formula features a solvent-free 
detergent carrier which goes on wet to penetrate 
and flush dirt and grime during application. The 
carrier then evaporates leaving a semi-solid dry wax 
coating on the surfaces of the chain which provides 
excellent lubrication, efficiency, and wear protection. 
Though best in dry conditions the coating of wax also 
repels water from puddles or stream crossings. 

D. SYN GREASE PLUS     
Premium All Purpose Bicycle Grease, 3oz
MSRP $10
A premium, all-purpose, NLGI #1.5, extreme  
pressure, synthetic lithium bicycle grease that meets 
tough GC-LB bearing performance requirements.  
This rating means Syn Grease Plus will provide the 
absolute highest performance and protection for 
your most critical bearing applications. Syn Grease 
Plus is also fantastic for assembly tasks, threads, 
and component interfaces, formulated to have an  
excellent dropping point, superior water resistance, 
and outstanding structural stability over an  
extremely wide range of temperatures. Syn Grease 
Plus is the grease of choice for those that demand 
the best.
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G. GREASE INJECTOR     
Grease Injection Tool
MSRP: $22
Grease is essential to keeping your bike running properly, guarding important and often expensive components from the  
elements, friction, and damage. Keep you hands clean and grease-free by using the Pedro’s grease injector! Designed to fit 
Pedro’s grease tubes and all standard 9/16” grease tubes. Ergonomic shape ensures easy, one-handed operation and precise,  
mess-free grease application.

“The products that Pedro’s puts in my hands not only  

  make  my job possible but they also make it easier...

  My tools are the key instruments of my craft.”

SHAWN BRUNNER
Owner/Mechanic of Fresh Bike Service

6 7
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CHRIS MATHIS
Pro Mechanic for Team Luna

“Yes, there are many other tool suppliers and  

bike care manufacturers, but none who do  

BOTH as well as Pedro’s.”

BENCH IN A BOX, Professional Shop Tool Set     MSRP: $900
The Bench in a Box is an extensive tool set with 86 professional quality tools packaged simply to ensure the best possible 
value. Inside you will find nearly every available Pedro’s tool ready for any installations, overhauls, and repairs that 
come your way. The perfect kit to set up a professional bench.  Check out pedros.com for the complete list of tools.

MASTER TOOL KIT 3.0     
Portable Professional Tool Kit  
MSRP: $800
The latest incarnation of the Pedro’s Master Tool Kit 
brings refinements co-developed by professional 
mechanics world wide, including the dominant Luna 
Pro team. The Master Tool Kit 3.0 is fully redressed 
in a new custom, lockable, water-tight, pressure- 
regulated, ABS plastic case that laughs at its lifetime 
warranty. We’re confident you aren’t going to need 
it. The refined tool pallet design and open layout 
bottom half of the case puts what you need at your 
finger tips while leaving space to customize your  
setup. The Master Tool Kit 3.0 is filled with a selection 
of 64 tools needed for any event, hand-picked by the 
pros and including items you won’t find anywhere 
else like the Pedro’s Vise Whip. Check out pedros.com 
for the complete list of tools.

 

A.

STARTER TOOL KIT, Portable Tool Kit     MSRP: $150
The Starter Tool Kit is designed for the aspiring mechanic looking to get started 
with the right tools and room to grow. The kit starts with our Burrito Tool Wrap. This  
versatile wrap keeps your tools organized and protected in a durable, ultra-portable 
design with twenty pockets, waterproof exterior, and space for tools up to 13.75” 
(350mm) in length. Next we fill the Burrito with the essential tools needed by  
every mechanic. Finally, we round things out by leaving nine extra spots to add tools as 
you learn new skills and tackle new challenges. Check out pedros.com for the complete 
list of tools.

F.APPRENTICE TOOL KIT, Portable Tool Kit     MSRP: $250
Inspired by Pedro’s unrivaled MTK, the new Apprentice Tool Kit offers 22 handpicked 
professional tools enclosed in a high quality, blow-molded hard case. This ultra-portable 
tool kit leverages the versatility of Pedro’s hand tools to provide 32 functions covering 
an impressive range of installations and repairs making it perfect for the professional or 
enthusiast. Each tool has its own custom designed location cut into durable EVA foam 
keeping the kit organized and your tools easy to find. Designed for easy transport and 
efficient storage, the Apprentice Tool Kit is perfect for the car, taking to events, or a  
minimalist home shop setup.  Check out pedros.com for the complete list of tools.

APPRENTICE BENCH TOOL KIT 
55-Piece Shop Tool Set  MSRP: $550
Drawing inspiration from our Bench In a Box and Master Tool Kit, this extensive tool set 
includes 55 professional quality tools packaged simply to ensure the best possible value. 
You won’t find a glorified fishing tackle box but instead a wide variety of professional 
tools ready to tackle installations, overhauls, and repairs. The perfect kit for new shop 
mechanics or home enthusiasts. Check out pedros.com for the complete list of tools.

D.

MASTER TOOL CASE 3.0 
Professional Tool Case with Pallet Set      
MSRP: $275
The Master Tool Kit Case is a new custom, lock-
able, water-tight, pressure-regulated, ABS plastic 
case that laughs at its lifetime warranty. We’re  
confident you aren’t going to need it. The refined 
tool pallet design and open layout bottom half of 
the case puts what you need at your finger tips 
while leaving space to customize your setup.

BURRITO TOOL WRAP 
Tool Wrap    MSRP: $40
Hungry to get your tools organized, protected, and 
ready for action? Then chow down on the Pedro’s 
Burrito Tool Wrap. Designed in conjunction with our 
Starter Tool Kit, this wrap is designed for versatility 
and convenience. Twenty pockets offer ample space 
for all your tools. Unroll flat on a bench or hang 
by the integrated grommets and find your tools  
displayed over the roomy 21” x 15” surface. When its 
time to pack up, the waterproof exterior and internal 
flap keep you tools protected and velcro straps keep 
everything in check. 

E.
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TIRE LEVERS     
MSRP:  Pair  $5
Pedro’s award winning, universally-loved tire levers feature molded box construction 
and a proprietary plastic composite blend that makes them the strongest levers available. 
The unique chisel tip shape easily inserts beneath the tire bead and the slightly thicker 
shape keeps the lever securely in place. Additionally, the bold shape of the lever and 
helpful dual spoke hooks makes removal of even the tightest tires a simple task. Pedro’s 
tire levers are available in bright yellow, pink, green, and orange making them easy to 
spot in the shop or in the woods making sure you don’t lose them. As long as your riding 
buddies don’t steal them from you, we are confident the Pedro’s Tire Levers will be the 
last levers you buy. Do yourself a favor and give them a try. You will love them! If you 
ever, somehow, manage to use your gorilla strength to break them, our levers are back 
by Pedro’s lifetime warranty, and we will happily replace them for you!
 

A.

TÜLIO     
Quick Release Skewer Multi-Tool
MSRP: $50
This is a multi-tool like no other. The Tülio Q/R Skewer 
Multi-Tool replaces standard 130mm and 135mm 
rear quick release skewers and provides an integrated 
8-function sub-60 gram multi-tool. As an integral part 
of the bicycle, you can be sure you will NEVER forget a 
multi-tool again. Includes a premium quick release 
skewer, ergonomic anodized 7075-T6 aluminum 
lever/tool body, heat-treated tool steel components  
protected by Taya GST 500 green corrosion resistant 
coating, and total skewer weight of only 100 grams. 
Eight tool functions include 4mm, 5mm, 6mm,  
and 8mm hex wrenches, flathead screwdriver, 1-11 
speed compatible chain tool, and 3.23mm and 3.45mm 
spoke wrenches. 

B. TRIXIE  
(BLACK OR CHROME)    
8-Function Fixed-Gear Multi-Tool
MSRP: $30
Pedro’s has drawn upon its experience making  
professional shop tools to design the Trixie, the  
ultimate multi-tool for the fixed-gear urban rider. 
Pedro’s Trixie is laser cut from 5mm thick heat-treat-
ed tool steel for the ultimate in strength and long- 
lasting performance. The tool’s 187mm (7.4in) 
length and ergonomic shape provide outstanding 
leverage and comfort. Best of all, the Trixie mounts 
to your water bottle mounts with included wing 
nuts ensuring you always have your tool when you 
need it. The new Trixie, redesigned in 2013, features 
a new 4mm/5mm hex bit in a rubber holder, 8, 9, 10, 
and 15mm box end wrenches, improved lockring 
wrench, and improved bottle opener.

C. SIX-PACK CHAIN TOOL
6-Function Multi-Tool
MSRP: $15
Pedro’s Six-Pack Chain Tool is a super compact,  
professional quality, minimalist multi-tool great 
on its own or as a supplement to other multi-tools 
lacking a chain tool or spoke wrenches. The Six-Pack 
Chain tool is made from heat-treated tool steel 
for strength and long-lasting performance. The 
small ergonomic design fits almost anywhere but  
performs like a full size chain tool. The Six-Pack Chain 
Tool Multi-Tool weighs 80 grams and has 6 functions 
including 5mm hex key, a flat blade screwdriver, and 
shop quality chain tool with integrated 3.2, 3.3, and 
3.5mm spoke wrenches.

D.

ICM MULTITOOL     
17-Function Folding Multi-Tool        MSRP:  $30
Recently selected by Wired.com as one of the top multi-tools for all your needs, the  
Pedro’s ICM Multi-Tool is like having a tool box full of tools featuring every essential tool 
you need to repair your bike out on the trail and get home safely. The ICM Multi-Tool 
weighs 235 grams and has 17 tools including 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8mm hex wrenches, 
Mavic M7 spoke wrench and two traditional spoke wrenches (3.2 and 3.5mm), chain 
tool, a bottle opener, flat-blade and Phillips-head screwdrivers, two tire levers, and a 
T25 Torx, all backed by Pedro’s lifetime warranty.
 

E. RXM MULTITOOL     
12-Function Folding Multi-Tool         MSRP:  $24
The Pedro’s RxM Multi-Tool blends efficient size and weight with the essential rider 
needs featuring the most essential tool you need to repair your bike out on the road 
or trail and get home safely. In addition, the handle has a built in tool stop that allows 
the wrenches to be rotated 270 degrees for leverage and ease of use. The RxM Multi-
Tool weighs 163 grams and has 12 tools including 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8mm hex keys, a 
flat blade screwdriver, m7 spoke wrench and a removable shop quality chain tool with 
integrated 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5mm spoke wrenches, all backed by Pedro’s lifetime warranty.
 

F.
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Pedro’s folding hex wrench sets are essential for the shop, event, ride, and at home. 
These folding hex wrench sets feature tools made from heat-treated tool steel for 
strength, superior anti-corrosion finish for unmatched long-lasting performance, and 
handles made of lightweight but super tough composite material. The handles feature 
an ergonomic shape to perfectly fit in your hand and allow easy access to each tool. In 
addition, the handle has a built in tool stop that allows the wrenches to be rotated 270 
degrees for leverage and ease of use.

FOLDING HEX WRENCH SET     
7-function Multi-Tool       MSRP: $13
The Folding Hex Wrench Set weighs 105 grams and has 7 tools including 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 
4, 5 and 6mm hex wrenches.

FOLDING HEX WRENCH SET W/SCREWDRIVERS    
7-function Multi-Tool       MSRP: $13
The Folding Hex Wrench Set With Screwdrivers weighs 120 grams and has 7 tools  
including 2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6mm hex wrenches plus flat-blade and #2 Phillips screwdrivers.

FOLDING HEX SET W/ TORX 25    
7-function Multi-Tool       MSRP: $13
The Folding Hex Wrench Set With T25 Torx weighs 115 grams and has 7 tools including 
2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6mm hex wrenches plus flat-blade and T25 torx.

G.
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“ Whoever said… ‘you know what’s a good idea, a skewer multi tool’… is a 

genius!  Pedro’s Tülio is one of my all-time favorite things on my bike. It is a 

multi tool that also acts as a skewer. It ’s an allen wrench, a chain break, a 

screw driver and a skewer all wrapped into one!”

SCOT T THIGPEN
Ultra-endurance Mountain Biker and Blogger10
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Recently named VeloNews Editor’s Pick for Best 3-Way Wrench, Pedro’s popular Y-Wrenches   
feature heat-treated tool steel construction and durable plastic body for strength and long-lasting  
performance. The ergonomic shape provides excellent leverage and easy handling.

Y WRENCH - 4, 5, 6    
Y-Style Hex Wrench       MSRP: $12
Includes 4, 5, and 6mm hex sizes, perfect for common hex hardware found on modern bicycles 
and components.

Y WRENCH - 2, 2.5, 3    
Y-Style Hex Wrench       MSRP: $12
 Includes 2, 2.5, and 3mm hex sizes.

Y WRENCH - 4, 5, 6 W/BALL    
Y-Style Hex Wrench With Ball-End       MSRP: $15.50
Includes 4, 5, and 6mm ball-end style hex wrench sizes, perfect for making quick work of  
common hex hardware found on modern bicycles and components.

Y WRENCH - T10,T25,T30    
Y-Style Torx Wrench       MSRP: $14
The torx-style fastener is becoming the new standard for modern bicycles and components. 
Pedro’s led the way offering the first Y-style torx wrench to meet the demand. Includes T10,T25 
and T30 sizes, perfect for the most common torx hardware sizes found on modern bicycles and 
components. And on the short leg, Pedro’s proprietary anti-slip grooves ensure secure and safe 
usage on even the toughest bolts.

L TORX WRENCH SET     
7-Piece Torx Wrench Set With Holder       MSRP: $25
Having the right torx wrenches in the right sizes is essential for the modern mechanic. The 
Pedro’s L Torx Wrench Set is made from heat-treated SNCM-V alloy steel to ensure superior 
strength and long-lasting performance. Pedro’s torx wrenches also feature extra length for 
better leverage and easy access and handling of hard-to-reach bolts. The set includes T10, T15, 
T20, T25, T27, T30, & T40 sizes, in a convenient holder. 

L HEX WRENCH SET     
9-Piece Metric Hex Wrench Set With Holder       MSRP: $35
The hex wrench is the most common tool needed for the modern bicycle. Choosing the right 
set can make the difference between good day and a bad day working on bikes. Pedro’s L Hex 
Wrench Set is up to the challenge. We made these wrenches from heat-treated SNCM-V alloy 
steel to ensure superior strength and long-lasting performance. Pedro’s hex wrenches also feature 
extra length and a round-style end for better leverage and easy access and handling of hard-
to-reach bolts. The set includes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10mm sizes, in a convenient holder.

A.

Pedro’s Pro T/L Wrench Sets offers features you won’t find anywhere else. We started by 
choosing heat-treated S2 tool steel to ensure the ultimate in strength and long-lasting  
performance. We then added extra length to each leg of the wrench offering better leverage 
and easy access to hard-to-reach bolts. Finally we finished off by overmolding the wrenches 
with an ergonomic, soft plastic, TPR handle that fits in your hand like a glove providing the 
ultimate in grip and comfort.

PRO T/L HEX WRENCH SET    
9-Piece Metric Hex Wrench Set With Pouch       MSRP: $70.59
Each end of the wrench is purpose-built with a versatile round-style end on the long leg and 
on the short leg , Pedro’s proprietary anti-slip grooves ensuring secure and safe usage on even 
the toughest bolts. The set includes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, & 10mm hex and T25 torx, in convenient 
custom Pedro’s pouch.

PRO T/L TORX WRENCH SET    
7-Piece Torx Wrench Set       MSRP: $65
The set includes T7, T10, T15, T20, T25, T30, and T40 sizes.

Torque wrenches have become an essential bicycle tool. The increase in carbon fiber bikes and 
components have driven the need. While carbon fiber allows for more optimal design and  
provides a far higher strength to weight ratio compared to steel and aluminum, it is also 
more susceptible to crushing and cracking when improperly set up. The click-type torque 
wrench makes an audible “click” when desired torque is reached and is quickly set using a  
micrometer-style dial and simple locking mechanism. Pedro’s Torque Wrench features a  
quarter-inch reversible ratcheting drive, heat-treated steel construction for accuracy, strength, 
and reliability, and is accurate to within +/- 4 percent.

PRO TORQUE WRENCH    
Click-Type Micrometer Torque Wrench       MSRP: $145
Pedro’s Pro Torque Wrench is designed to handle the upper end of the torque range, adjustable 
from 6-30Nm. 

DEMI TORQUE WRENCH    
Click-Type Micrometer Torque Wrench       MSRP: $150
Pedro’s Demi Torque Wrench is designed to handle the low to middle end of the torque range, 
adjustable from 3-15Nm, This smaller size torque wrench is perfect for working in tight spaces 
and fits nicely in the hand. 

HEX BIT SET   
Bit Set for Pedro’s Torque Wrenches       MSRP: $15
Pedro’s Bit Set is designed to work with our Demi and Pro Torque Wrenches offering the most 
common sizes required. Made from heat-treated steel for strength and long-lasting performance, 
this set includes a 1/4” drive adapter, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8mm hex bits, and T25 torx bit.
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“I have seen a lot of products come and go, mostly because they don’t 

listen to the people using the items on a daily basis. That is where 

Pedro’s is different. They themselves have been in the trenches with us, 

and they understand what we need.”

WIN ALLEN
Owner/Mechanic of Win’s Wheels
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SCREW DRIVER SET-5PC    
5-Piece Bicycle Screwdriver Set w/ Pouch
MSRP: $40
These professional grade screwdrivers are  
designed for ease of use, comfort, and long-lasting  
durability. This five piece set provides the sizes  
required to work on all bicycles. Includes #1 and 
#2 Phillips plus 4, 5.5, and 6.5mm flat-blade  
screwdrivers and storage pouch.

SCREW DRIVER SET-2PC    
2-Piece Bicycle Screwdriver Set
MSRP: $15
This set provides the two most common sizes 
required to for bicycles, #2 Phillips and 5.5mm 
flat-blade screwdriver.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH-10”   
Premium Adjustable Wrench
 MSRP: $40
Pedro’s premium adjustable wrench is a great  
addition to any tool set. Features include an  
innovative jaw design which prevents damage 
to fasteners and opens to 33mm, an ergonomic, 
soft-plastic, TPR handle offering comfort, leverage, 
and easy handling, laser engraved sizing scale and 
proper usage direction arrows for simple opera-
tion, an optimized forged chrome vanadium body  
providing strength and lighter weight, and 10” 
(250mm) length for the perfect blend of leverage 
and portability.

A. RATCHETING COMBO  
WRENCH SET    
8-Piece Metric Wrench Set With Pouch
MSRP: $169.68
The Pedro’s Ratcheting Combo Wrench Set  
features beautiful, compact, and durable spanner  
wrenches. The forged and polished wrenches feature a  
convenient combination of six point ratchet box-end 
and offset open-end. Includes: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, and 15mm sizes in storage pouch.

UTILITY KNIFE  
Folding Utility Knife with  
Replaceable Blade
MSRP: $18
Stainless and aluminum construction provide 
a balance of low weight and durability.  The  
folding design locks open during use and folds 
to half its size, perfect in a pocket or clipped to a 
belt.  Uses standard replaceable blades.

MAGNETIC PARTS TRAY   
Small Parts Holder
 MSRP: $18
Pedro’s six-inch diameter bowl features an extra  
powerful magnet and bright yellow color keeping 
small parts safe and easy to access. 

TAPE MEASURE   
English/Metric Tape Measure
 MSRP: $11
The Pedro’s Tape Measure’s instant locking design is 
the opposite of most tape measures on the market 
and is truly handy when trying to juggle a bike, tools, 
and make a measurement at the same time. The 
small size is just right for the toolbox and won’t take 
up valuable space needed for other tools.

D.
PRO CHAIN TOOL 2.0
Screw Type Chain Tool
 MSRP: $60
Pro Chain Tool 2.0 is a workhorse designed to make 
chain removal, installation, and adjustments simple, 
safe, and comfortable. This shop quality screw-type 
chain tool is ready for years of professional use and 
even includes 2 replacement pins stored conveniently 
in the handle.  Compatible with all single speed 
through 10 speed chains plus Shimano® and SRAM® 
11 speed chains.. 

CHAIN CHECKER PLUS
Chain Wear Check Tool, Chain Hook Tool, 
and Chainring Nut Wrench
 MSRP: $16
The Pedro’s Chain Checker Plus offers a simple worn/
not worn measurement which tells you if your chain 
should be replaced. To ensure the maximum life from 
your chain and accuracy of measurement, Pedro’s 
uses a three-point design which properly isolates pin 
wear from roller wear. Pedro’s also included a chain 
hook tool, perfect for simplifying chain removal and 
installation, and a chainring nut wrench, essential for 
removal and installation of chainrings. 

QUICK LINK 
PLIERS
Chain Master Link Pliers
MSRP: $15
These quick link pliers make fast work of pesky or  
stubborn chain master links.  The laser cut, heat- 
treated jaws feature a dual-function design  
allowing both installation and removal of master links.   
Cushioned grips provide comfort and control.
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TUTTO MULTI-CHAIN TOOL    
Screw Type Chain Tool
MSRP: $120
The chain tool is fundamental to bicycle mechan-
ics. As drivetrains push the envelope, however, 
chain tools must evolve to keep pace. The Pedro’s  
Tutto Multi-Chain tool has done just that. The Tutto 
blends ergonomic, organic design and noticeable  
industrial stature with patented innovations like 
the Fit Dial and RPG and novel additions like the 
11-Speed Peening Bit, ergonomic set-back handle 
design, and Guide Pin Sheer Slot you won’t find 
on any other tool. These unique features make 
the Tutto the most versatile chain tool available,  
compatible with almost any chain from single speed to  
Campagnolo® 11 Speed. Lastly, the Tutto was  
designed with season after season of professional 
service in mind featuring heat-treated tool steel  
construction for the ultimate in strength and 
long-lasting performance, and simple disassembly 
to make servicing and part replacement a breeze, if 
its ever needed. Simply put, the Tutto may be the last 
chain tool you ever need. 

TUTTO REBUILD KIT    
Rebuild Kit for Tutto Multi-Chain Tool
MSRP: $15
Includes one of each of the following: RPG, RPG 
Spring, Pin, Fit Dial for the Tutto Multi-Chain Tool.

A.

B.

“The quality, innovation, and variety of Pedro’s products ensure that  

the yellow-handled tools are in almost constant use. A great example 

of that innovation is the Tutto Multi Chain tool.”

JIM POTTER
Owner/Mechanic of Vecchio’s Bicicletteria
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VISE WHIP
Cassette Removal Tool
MSRP: $65
The Pedro’s Vise Whip is simply a better solution for 
holding your cassette during removal. This innovative 
tool was developed by Pedro’s in close collaboration 
with legendary frame builder and cycling technical  
author Lennard Zinn. The Vise Whip is beautifully 
simple to use, adjusts to fit 11-23 tooth gears on all 
multi-gear cassettes including 11-speed, and locks in 
place during use. Once you try it, you’ll never go back 
to a chain whip again. 

COG WRENCH
Cassette Removal Tool
MSRP: $30
The Pedro’s Cog Wrench has a new updated design. 
We’ve taken this proven tool and married it to the 
popular handle found on our Equalizer Pedal Wrench. 
This simple elegant solution for holding your cassette 
during removal securely holds 11 or 12 tooth cogs and 
works with most cassettes on the market. Made from 
heat-treated tool steel for the ultimate in strength and 
long-lasting performance.

PRO SOCKET HANDLE
Shop Quality 24/25.4mm Socket Wrench
MSRP: $40
Adjustable wrenches just don’t cut it sometimes and 
especially not when you are dealing with a stubborn 
bottom bracket cup. The Pedro’s Pro Socket Handle 2.0 
is designed to work with Pedro’s 24mm snap-channel 
bottom bracket, freewheel, and cassette sockets. In 
addition the Pro Socket 2.0 now accepts all 25.4mm  
(1 inch) socket tools as well.

A. Pedro’s socket tools provide the professional  
quality, precision fit tools required to properly install, 
remove, and adjust modern components. Pedro’s 
designed each socket tool to fit perfectly protecting 
the component and ensuring simple and safe usage 
for the mechanic. Designed to be used with Pedro’s 
snap-channel Pro Socket Handle, any 24mm socket/
wrench, or in a bench vise. The Cassette Lockring 
Socket, Splined BB Socket, and External BB Socket can 
also be used with a square 1/2” drive.  

CASSETTE LOCKRING SOCKET 
(WITH OR WITHOUT PIN)
Socket Tool for HG Standard Cassette Lockrings
MSRP: $11 (without Pin)    
MSRP: $13 (with Pin)
Fits all Shimano®, Sram®, SunRace®, SunTour®, Chris 
King®, and other HG standard cassette lockrings and 
Shimano® disc brake lockrings.

FREEWHEEL SOCKET
Socket Tool for Four-Notch BMX/Single-Speed  
Freewheels
MSRP: $13
Fits all four-notch BMX/single-speed freewheels for 
hubs with 1.37 x 24 TPI threads. 

CAMPY BB & CASSETTE SOCKET
Socket Tool for Campagnolo BB and Cassette Lockrings
MSRP: $13
Fits all Campagnolo® cassette lockrings and Record, 
Chorus, Centaur, and Athena bottom brackets. 

D.

SPLINED BOTTOM BRACKET SOCKET
Socket Tool For Shimano® and ISIS Drive®  
Splined BB Cups
MSRP: $13
Fits all Shimano® and ISIS Drive® splined 20-tooth  
bottom bracket cups. For tough bottom bracket jobs, 
make sure to check out the BB Socket Holder designed 
to help hold the Splined Bottom Bracket Socket in place. 

BB SOCKET HOLDER
Holder Tool for Splined BB Socket
MSRP: $13
If you have even battled with an over-tightened  
Shimano® and ISIS Drive® splined bottom bracket 
cup, you know why Pedro’s created the BB Socket  
Holder. Though these types of bottom brackets proved  
themselves as the standard for many years and  
continue to be found on many bikes, the tendency for these  
shallow splines to slip during removal or installation has 
resulted in more than a few expletives, high frustration  
levels, and worst of all, injuries. The Pedro’s BB Socket  
Holder provides a simple, shop quality tool that solves 
this problem.

EXTERNAL BOTTOM BRACKET 
SOCKET
Socket Tool For 16-notch External Bearing BB Cups
MSRP: $20
Fits 16-notch x 44mm diameter external bearing  
bottom bracket cups including Shimano® Hollowtech 
II, Campagnolo® Ultra-Torque and Power Torque, Race 
Face®, FSA®, SRAM®, Truvativ®, Chris King®, and Phil 
Wood® outboard bearing. 

H. UNIVERSAL CRANK 
REMOVER
Crank Removal Tool
MSRP: $25
Pedro’s Universal Crank Remover provides the tools 
required to properly remove press fit square taper and 
splined cranks. The Universal Crank Remover fits all 
cranks using 22mm x 1 threads, square taper bottom 
bracket spindles and splined Shimano® Octalink and ISIS 
Drive® bottom bracket spindles that do not use a “self 
extracting” system.  Also features an 8mm hex wrench 
for crank bolt removal. 

CRANK  
ADJUSTING 
CAP DRIVER
Adjusting Cap Tool for  
Shimano Hollowtech II Crank/ 
Bottom Bracket Systems
MSRP: $14
This professional quality adjusting cap tool is used to  
install and remove adjusting caps of Shimano  
Hollowtech II crank/bottom bracket systems.  The unique,  
dual-density, screwdriver handle provides improved 
ergonomics and comfort while assisting in control of 
torque applied to the cap.  Precision laser-cut tool bit 
is made from heat-treated tool steel for strength and 
durability.

K.

Pedro’s bottom bracket flat wrenches are made from 
4mm thick, precision laser cut, heat-treated tool steel 
for the ultimate in strength and lasting performance.  
Working closely with each manufacturer, Pedro’s  
designed each flat wrench to fit perfectly protecting 
the component and ensuring simple and safe usage 
for the mechanic.  Each wrench features an ergonomic 
single-ended design with cushioned grip to provide 
maximum leverage & comfort.  Visit pedros.com for 
more details about compatibility.

BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH 
16X44
For 16-Notch X 44mm External Bearing BB Cups 
MSRP: $24

BOTTOM BRACKET  
WRENCH 16X41
For 16-Notch X 41mm External Bearing BB Cups
MSRP: $24

BOTTOM BRACKET  
WRENCH 16X39
For 16-Notch X 39mm External Bearing BB Cups 
MSRP: $24

BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH, 
CAMPAGNOLO 6-NOTCH
Flat Wrench For 6-Notch Campagnolo® BB Cups
MSRP: $24

BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH, 
SHIMANO 6-NOTCH
Flat Wrench For 6-Notch Shimano® BB Lockrings
MSRP: $24

BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH, 
SHIMANO 8-NOTCH
Flat Wrench For 8-Notch Shimano® and ISIS Drive® 
BB Cups
MSRP: $24
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“I have a twelve year old Pedro’s work stand that still works, I’ve never broken or 

rounded a Pedro’s tool, and their cleaning products do a great job of cleaning while 

hugging trees and not damaging the environment.”

RICK SUTTON
CEO for Plus 3 Network, and Race Director for MTB Ayiti
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CABLE PULLER 
Fourth Hand Tool
MSRP: $30
Pedro’s Cable Puller, commonly known as the “Fourth 
Hand Tool” provides the perfect tool for tensioning 
brake or derailleur cables while making adjust-
ments. Featuring one hand operation, an ergonomic  
cushioned handles, and a thumb lock, this tool simul-
taneously grips and tensions the cable while keeping 
your other hand free to secure the cable in place. 

CABLE CUTTERS
Bicycle Cable and Housing Cutter
MSRP: $35
The Pedro’s Cable Cutter is designed for years of service, 
for comfortable and easy usage, and with extra jaw 
overlap ensuring a clean cut every time.

A. NEEDLE NOSE 
PLIERS 
Premium Needle Nose Pliers
MSRP: $26
These premium needle nose pliers feature a compact 
6” length, forged and heat-treated steel construction, 
and ergonomic dual-density grips. The self-opening 
jaws provide a  full-featured profile,  ready for gripping, 
crimping, and cutting tasks. 

DIAGONAL
CUTTERS PLIERS 
 Premium Diagonal Cutter Pliers
MSRP: $26
These premium diagonal cutter pliers feature a  
compact 6” length, forged and heat-treated steel  
construction, and ergonomic dual-density grips. The 
cutting jaws are self-opening and ready for years of 
service.

C. Pedro’s Hex Drivers feature an ergonomic dual-density 
screw driver handle for comfort and control, an extra 
long hex key for exceptional leverage, a second ball 
end for quick and easy installation or removal, and 
heat-treated S2 tool steel construction for the ultimate 
in strength and long-lasting performance.

5MM HEX DRIVER 
Hex Wrench with Handle
MSRP: $12
Perfect for the common 5mm hex hardware found on 
most bikes. 

6MM HEX DRIVER    MSRP: $13
8MM HEX DRIVER   MSRP: $15
Hex Wrench with Handle
Pedals featuring a back-side hexagon broach are now 
standard on many modern bicycles in 6 and 8mm sizes. 
Crank bolts are also commonly 8mm and often require 
high torque. Both 6mm and 8mm hex pedal/crank 
drivers were specifically designed for quick-and-easy 
pedal and crank installation and removal.

10MM HEX DRIVER 
Hex Wrench with Handle
MSRP: $20
10mm crank bolts often require high torque and 
a special tool. Pedro’s 10mm hex crank driver  
was specifically designed for quick-and-easy  
crank installation and removal including the  
Campagnolo® Ultra-Torque. Also perfect for Mavic® 
freehub body removal. 
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EQUALIZER PEDAL 
WRENCH
Shop Quality Pedal Wrench
MSRP: $36
A quality pedal wrench is worth its weight in gold. The 
Pedro’s Equalizer Pedal Wrench makes quick work of 
even the toughest pedals. Features include an extra 
long, 350mm length, tubular handle with dice grip 
for control and comfort, heat-treated chrome-moly 
steel construction for the ultimate strength and  
long-lasting performance, and a precision cut  
15mm wrench opening positioned at a 30 degree 
offset to improve mechanical advantage and wrench 
positioning.

PRO PEDAL WRENCH
Shop Quality Pedal Wrench
MSRP: $28
The Pedro’s Pro Pedal Wrench features include a long, 
305mm length, cushioned plastic grip for control and 
comfort, heat-treated tool steel construction for the 
ultimate strength and long-lasting performance, and 
a precision cut 15mm wrench opening positioned at 
a 30 degree offset to improve mechanical advantage 
and wrench positioning.

I. APPRENTICE PEDAL 
WRENCH
Home Mechanic Pedal Wrench
MSRP: $20
Pulling inspiration from our professional wrenches, 
the Apprentice Pedal Wrench makes quick work 
of tough pedals featuring a long 300mm length,  
cushioned plastic grip for control and comfort, 
heat-treated tool steel construction for strength 
and lasting performance, and a precision cut 15mm 
wrench opening positioned at a 30 degree offset 
to improve mechanical advantage and wrench  
positioning. The smaller, lightweight design is also 
perfect for travel and easy to fit in the toolbox.

BEVERAGE WRENCH
Shop Quality Bottle Opener
MSRP: $15
Pulling inspiration for across our innovative tool  
lineup, you will find this to be the best shop quality 
bottle opener available. After all, sometimes you need 
a little inspiration to fix that derailleur that just won’t 

shift right no matter what you try! A must for 
every tool box or gear bag. Compatible 

with both domestic and imported 
beers and the more you use it, 
the better it works...or at least  

it seems that way!

K. Pedro’s headset flat wrenches are made from 3.2mm 
thick, precision laser cut, heat-treated tool steel for the 
ultimate in strength and long-lasting performance. 
Pedro’s designed each flat wrench to fit perfectly  
protecting the component and ensuring simple and 
safe usage for the mechanic. Each ergonomically  
designed flat wrench also features a single-ended  
design with cushioned grip to provide maximum  
leverage & comfort.

32MM HEADSET WRENCH
36MM HEADSET WRENCH
40MM HEADSET WRENCH
Flat Wrench For Headsets
MSRP: $17.21 each

STAR NUT SETTER
Star Nut Setter with Guide for  
1” & 1 1/8” Steerers
MSRP: $30
Pedro’s Star Nut Setter was designed to make star 
nut installation quick and easy. Compatible with 1” 
and 1 1/8” steerer tubes, the Pedro’s Star Nut Setter 
features a guide that surrounds the steerer providing 
perfect alignment and perfect depth every time. The  
compact size is perfect for the tool box and the tool steel  
construction ensures long-lasting performance.
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“The repair stands, specialty bike tools, lubricants and cleaning supplies  

Pedro’s contributed to our youth development program helps the kids feel like 

they are truly working in a bike shop and learning how to be bike mechanics.”

ANDY GRIEF
Executive Director, Community Bike Center in Biddeford, ME
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FOLDING REPAIR STAND    
Portable Folding Repair Stand
MSRP: $300
Whether you are washing your bike after a muddy ride or installing shiny new 
parts, having a repair stand will make your experience easier, safer, and more 
enjoyable. Pedro’s Folding Repair Stand 
provides an excellent solution in a light-
weight, versatile, strong, and easy to use 
package. When you are done for the day, 
the included bag makes transport and 
storage simple and easy.

PORTABLE WORK BENCH    
Portable Folding Work Bench
MSRP: $155
Pedro’s Portable Workbench is perfect at any event, in the shop, or at home with 
plenty of space to hold a tool kit, loose tools and bike care, and components. With 
a large, laminated work-top surface, two height settings, and durable design, 
this bench is perfect for creating a dialed setup to work on any bicycle in any  
location. When not in use the bench folds flat making for efficient storage and easy  
transport. Dimensions of table are 120cm x 47cm x 82cm when set up and 120cm 
x 47cm x 10cm when folded. Limited three-year warranty.

25TH ANNIVERSARY SHOP APRON    
Professional Quality Apron
MSRP: $20
Heavy-duty 10 oz. canvas sewn in the USA. 33” long by 24” wide for maximum 
coverage. Release buckle at the neck and waist for easy adjustment and quick on 
and off. Features one large pocket and two tool slots on the chest plus five large 
pockets and seven tool slots on the waist.
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SUPER PRESTIGE
Professional Floor Pump
MSRP: $65
Pedro’s latest version of the Super Prestige  
improves upon its own legacy as a favorite among top  
mechanics and includes features demanded by the 
best. These features include high quality alloy steel 
construction for durability, an automatic head design 
that instantly adapts to either presta/schrader tube 
valve types with an integrated bleed valve for quickly 
setting exact pressures, an integrated top-mounted 
dial pressure gauge, comfortable ergonomic soft grip 
handle, and heavy duty alloy steel base for stability. 
The Super Prestige is designed with a long stroke,  
narrow barrel design to quickly inflate tires, but with 
less effort, up to 160PSI (8 Bar) maximum pressure.

PRESTIGE
Mechanic’s Floor Pump
MSRP: $48
Pedro’s Prestige Floor Pump was designed with  
performance and value in mind. The Prestige’s features 
include high quality steel and plastic construction 
for durability, a dual head design with thumb-lock 
lever for easily switching between presta/schrader 
tube valve types, a top-mounted integrated pressure 
gauge for easily monitoring pressure during inflation,  
comfortable ergonomic dual-density plastic  
composite handle, and heavy duty composite base for 
stability. The Prestige is designed with a long stroke, 
narrow barrel design to quickly inflate tires, but with 
less effort, up to 160PSI (8 Bar) maximum pressure.

D. DOWNHILL TIRE LEVER
Steel Tire Lever with Handle
MSRP: $15
If you are looking for the absolutely strongest, most 
bad-ass tire lever, perfect for the toughest downhill 
and freeride tires, you’ve come to the right place.  
Pedro’s downhill tire lever features heat-treated 
tool steel construction for unmatched strength and  
reliability, 275mm (10.8”) length for incredible  
leverage, a large shovel tip that holds tight on the 
bead, a smooth curved shape with polished finished 
to protect tires and rims, and an ergonomic dual  
density screw driver style handle providing comfort 
and security.

CONE WRENCH
Shop Quality Cone Wrench
MSRP: $13
Pedro’s cone wrenches provide professional quality,  
precision fit wrenches required to properly install,  
remove, and adjust hubs. Pedro’s cone  
wrenches are made from 2mm thick, precision  
laser cut, heat-treated tool steel for the ultimate 
in strength and long-lasting performance and are  
commonly revered for outlasting many other 
“shop” quality cones wrenches. Each ergonomically  
designed flat wrench also features a single-ended  
design with cushioned grip to provide maximum  
leverage & comfort. Pedro’s cone wrenches are 
available in 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20mm sizes.

H.DOMESTIQUE
Home Mechanic Floor Pump
MSRP: $34
Pedro’s Domestique was designed with value in mind. 
and includes features found on higher priced offerings. 
These features include high quality steel and plastic 
construction for durability, a dual head design with 
thumb-lock lever for easily switching between presta/
schrader tube valve types, an integrated pressure gauge, 
comfortable ergonomic plastic composite handle, and 
heavy duty composite base for stability. The Domestique 
is designed with a high air volume stroke to quickly  
inflate tires up to 120PSI (8 Bar) maximum pressure. 

MULTI SPOKE WRENCH
3-Function Spoke Wrench
MSRP: $11
Universal spoke wrench designs are generally known for 
their low quality and awkward shape. The Pedro’s Multi 
Spoke Wrench breaks this mold providing a shop quality 
spoke wrench in a compact, simple, ergonomic unibody 
design that feels good in your fingers and is perfect for 
the toolbox. Fits 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5mm spoke nipples.
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“Pedros’ support for grassroots bicycle education sets it apart from other bike tool 

companies–they are local, accessible, and about building a bicycle culture–NOT 

just making money!”

JIM TASSE
Professional Bike Advocate and Educator
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